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LANCO was born from what the band's founder and namesake Brandon Lancaster calls “a scary idea,” at least
where they come from. “We wanted to have our own sound,” says the 29-year-old songwriter. It might not
sound like an unusual sentiment at first. But in the place called Music City U.S.A., that’s not always the case.
“I’m not from Brooklyn, I’m not from Los Angeles,” the singer observes. Growing up in a small town outside
Nashville and well aware of its music industry, Lancaster loved country music, but also understood that
Nashville has long been home to a diverse array of music with much smaller percentages of country and/or
western in its make-up, lately including Jack White, the Black Keys, and Cage the Elephant.
“We really do have a true origin story,” Lancaster explains, “five guys and a dream and no plan B whatsoever
deciding to take their passion and songs and hit the road with it.” Fueled by long hauls in an RV borrowed
from Lancaster’s father, and soundtracked exclusively by a shared Spotify account, the band is thrilled to be
part of Spotify’s RISE Program. Discovering new music—and their own sound—in the process of endless
touring, Lancaster recognizes the platform’s power to connect original sounds to open ears. “There’s so much
discovery just built-in to Spotify, and to be part of that is really cool.”

Working with veteran producer Jay Joyce (Eric Church, Cage the Elephant), the band’s full-length debut
Hallelujah Nights showcases a quintet both at the top of their game but at the decided start of their musical
journey. Music City U.S.A. seems to agree, with a No. 1 Country single in “Greatest Story” and Hallelujah
Nights likewise hitting No. 1 on its January release—and crossing over to No. 20 in Pop, as well. From what
Brandon Lancaster says, perhaps the rock and alternative charts aren’t far behind.

How do you navigate LANCO being both a project that’s named after you but also a fully collaborative
band?
Originally, I thought it would be like Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, or Bruce Springsteen and the E Street
Band, or the Zac Brown Band, like a guy and then a band. I wanted there to be a strong band, but the thing in
Nashville is that there are so many musicians and so many opportunities that it’s very difficult to keep a band
together, because there’s always a gig that pays that bills. I just honestly didn’t think anyone would stick with
me, so I called it Lancaster & Company. I wrote a bunch of songs and that was the groundwork, but then I met
these guys.

The five of us started playing and started jamming, and I booked us shows, and we started playing out. We’d
play a lot of rock shows at rock clubs, because those are the easiest ways to play original content in Nashville.
We played some honky tonks, but that ends up being a long cover set. We went out and started playing
original songs and the band just stuck together. And even when it was Lancaster & Company, I was all about
developing a sound. Like Tom Petty and the Heartbreakers, he has a distinct thing as a songwriter and a
distinct voice, but the Heartbreakers also had this sound that they crafted.
Our friends started calling it LANCO, and we started calling it LANCO. It fits well on koozies and t-shirts! Once I
realized these guys were going to stick with it, it started feeling like a real band. For this record, I was the
primary songwriter, but I think that’s because the groundwork was laid with the initial view I had, but
navigating it, there’s a creative accountability. And since then, I think the songwriting process has definitely
become more collaborative.
What’s life like in the RV?
Well, now we’re on a bus, which is awesome. It has a PlayStation and direct TV. But back then we didn’t have
that stuff. We didn’t even have a sound system, so we got this huge Sony speaker system and we’d hook the
phone up to it, and the only thing we had was music. We’d do an 18-hour haul, and we’d literally pass the
phone around and each person would play a whole record, and we’d get through a whole record. We’d talk
about it and make references. I was exposed to so much music through all the guys. We were just always
diving into music, it was always creative. We had guitars lying around, and we’d go “oh, it’d be cool if we had a
riff like that in one of our songs” and before we know it, we’re sitting in a circle playing songs, and parking at a
truck stop and staying up way too late, and grabbing beers, and starting to write stuff or free-styling. It was
just a traveling musical party.
How did you want to capture yourself in the music you recorded for the Spotify RISE Program?
We went in an we did a live version of “Born to Love You,” kind of a stripped-back, emotional, vibey version.
But then we also went to the very first venue we ever played in, which is this tiny awesome, divey, hole-in-thewall called The End, in Nashville, and went in there and jammed on “So Long (I Do).” We’re a band, and we’ve
all been in bands, and don’t ever want playing live to get boring for us. We believe that energy is contagious,
and when we’re excited, the crowd’s excited. Any time we can have fun with the music and not have rules, it’s
great. Sometimes we’ll take a song like “Troublemaker,” which is a two-minute-fifty song, and we’ll do
breakdowns and end the song but keep it going and start building a jam based on that. It’s an evolving thing
onstage that people are part of. We’re just having fun up there.

